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Abstract
Clock-related operations are one of the many sources
of replica non-determinism and of replica inconsistency in
fault-tolerant distributed systems. In passive replication, if
the primary server crashes, the next clock value returned by
the new primary server might have actually rolled back in
time, which can lead to undesirable consequences for the
replicated application. The same problem can happen for
active replication where the result of the first replica to respond is taken as the next clock value.
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation
of a consistent time service for fault-tolerant distributed systems. The consistent time service introduces a group clock
that is consistent across the replicas and that ensures the
determinism of the replicas with respect to clock-related
operations. The group clock is monotonically increasing,
is transparent to the application and is fault-tolerant. The
consistent time service guarantees the consistency of the
group clock even when faults occur, when new replicas are
added into the group and when failed replicas recover.

1

Introduction

One of the biggest challenges of replication-based fault
tolerance is maintaining replica consistency in the presence
of replica non-determinism [12]. For active replication, it
has been recognized that the replicas must be deterministic,
or rendered deterministic. Consequently, passive replication, based on the primary/backup approach, has been advocated if the potential for replica non-determinism exists;
however, the same replica non-determinism problems that
arise for active replication during normal operation arise for
passive replication when the primary replica fails.

Clock-related operations, such as gettimeofday(),
are one source of replica non-determinism. Clock-related
operations are common not only in real-time applications
but also in non-real-time applications, for example, when

¯ The physical hardware clock value is used as the seed
of a random number generator to generate unique identifiers such as object identifiers or transaction identifiers.
¯ The physical hardware clock value is used for timeouts, for example, in timed remote method invocations
to prevent extensive delays and by transaction processing systems in two-phase commit and transaction session management.
For distributed applications that run on commercial-offthe-shelf general-purpose operating systems, such as Solaris, Linux or Windows, software-based clock synchronization algorithms [7, 13, 14, 17] cannot solve the replica
non-determinism problem for clock-related operations. The
primary reason is that the replicas in a group can read different clock values when they process the same request at
different real times due to the asynchrony in replica processing and/or scheduling, as shown in Figure 1. This problem
is intrinsic to event-triggered systems, no matter how accurately the clocks are synchronized.
To guarantee replica consistency in the presence of
clock-related non-determinism, fault-tolerant systems such
as Mars [6] have used a lock-step, time-triggered approach.
However, the time-triggered approach is not applicable in
all circumstances, due to its requirement of a priori scheduling of the operations of the replicated application. In particular, a program cannot read the clock time because no
mechanism to ensure consistency of the readings of the
clocks is provided.
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Figure 1. The clock-related operations are executed by different replicas at different real
times. (a) The same remote method invocation is delivered to (and therefore processed
by) different replicas at different real times.
(b) Even if the same invocation is delivered
at the same real time, the clock-related operation can still be executed at different real
times because of differences in processing
speed.

In [9] a pre-processing approach has been proposed to
render deterministic the computations of the replicas. The
pre-processing involves running a distributed consensus
protocol to harmonize the inputs from the environment. The
primary/backup approach is used to cope with the deterministic reading of clocks for a group of replicas. The physical
hardware clock value of the primary is returned, and the
result is conveyed to all of the backups. The other replicas subsequently use that clock value, instead of their own
physical hardware clock values. The same primary/backup
approach is employed in [3], in the context of building a
consistent state machine among a group of replicas.
Th primary/backup approach differs from our approach,
particularly for active replication, where there are no primary or backup replicas and where all of the replicas supply
proposed consistent clock values and compete to provide

the consistent group clock value.
Although the primary/backup approach solves the consensus problem for individual clock readings among a set
of replicas, it does not guarantee that the clock readings will
always advance forward. If the primary that determines the
clock readings of the replicas in the same group crashes, the
newly selected primary starts with its own physical hardware clock value for the next clock reading. Because of
the differences in the two physical hardware clocks, and the
gap in time of the computation for the two replicas, the next
clock reading might be earlier than the previous clock reading before the single server crashed. Clock roll-back can
break the causal relationships between events in the distributed system, and can lead to undesirable consequences
for the replicated application [16].
It might also happen that two consecutive clock readings
from two different replicas (due to the failure of the original replica) differ too much in the other direction, i.e., the
second clock reading is too far ahead of the first clock reading. The presence of this fast-forward behavior can lead to
unnecessary time-outs in the replicated application.
The clock roll-back and fast-forward problems associated with the primary/backup approach can be alleviated by
closely synchronizing the physical hardware clocks. Clocks
can be synchronized in a fairly accurate manner using some
popular solutions such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP)
[8] and/or Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) clocks.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a consistent time service for fault-tolerant distributed
systems. The consistent time service ensures deterministic
clock-related operations among a group of replicas even in
the presence of faults, without relying on traditional clock
synchronization mechanisms. Note that we do not intend to
solve a clock synchronization problem; rather, our goal is to
solve a clock time distribution problem.
The consistent time service introduces a group clock that
is consistent across the replicas and that ensures the determinism of the replicas with respect to clock-related operations. The group clock is monotonically increasing, is transparent to the application and is fault-tolerant. The consistent time service allows the addition of new replicas and the
recovery of failed replicas, while guaranteeing the consistency of the group clock.

2 Consistent Time Service
The consistent time service applies to active replication
and to the primary/backup approach used by passive and
semi-active replication. In active replication, all of the replicas are equal (there are no primary or backup replicas), and
all of the replicas transmit the messages containing the requests and replies, receive the messages, and process the requests and replies concurrently. In passive replication, only

one of the replicas (i.e., the primary replica) processes incoming messages and transmits outgoing messages. The
primary replica periodically checkpoints its state and transmits that state to the backup replicas. The backup replicas
log incoming messages and the checkpoints from the primary replica.
Semi-active replication is a hybrid replication technique
that was introduced in the Delta-4 project [12]. It combines
properties of both active replication and passive replication.
In semi-active replication, both the primary and the backup
replicas process incoming messages. However, any nondeterministic decision is made at the primary replica and is
conveyed to the backup replicas so that they remain consistent with the primary replica.
The consistent time service is implemented on top of
a replication infrastructure and a multicast group communication system [1]. The reliable ordered delivery protocol of the multicast group communication system ensures
that the replicas receive the same messages in the same order. The consistent time service employs library interpositioning of clock-related system calls to achieve application
transparency. The membership of the group of replicas is
managed by the replication infrastructure and the underlying group communication system.
The consistent time service depends on the consistent
clock synchronization algorithm, described in Section 3.
The consistent clock synchronization algorithm presents a
consistent view of the clocks for the replicas in the group
and, hence, the application at each replica sees a consistent
group clock instead of the inconsistent physical hardware
clocks of the replicas.
For the consistent time service, the replicas are assumed
to be fail-stop, as are the physical clocks, i.e., a non-faulty
replica never sends a wrong clock value to the other replicas. The fail-stop assumption for physical clocks might
seem to be overly restrictive. In fact, most group communication systems operate only if the physical clocks are failstop. Arbitrary fault models for physical clocks can disrupt
the timeout-based fault detection strategy that group communication systems use.
At least one replica in the group is assumed to be nonfaulty during a round of the clock synchronization algorithm (the definition of round is given in Section 3). Communication faults are handled and masked by the underlying
group communication system, i.e., the consistent clock synchronization algorithm assumes a reliable communication
channel. If a replica is detected to be faulty, it is removed
from the membership of the group. The failure of a replica
does not interfere with the execution of the consistent clock
synchronization algorithm.
Network partitioning faults are handled by the underlying group communication system, which uses a primary
component model [2] to handle network partitioning and

remerging, i.e., only the primary component survives a network partition.
All threads that perform clock-related operations are created during the initialization of a replica, or during runtime,
in the same order at different replicas. Except for timer
management, one and only one thread is assigned to process incoming remote method invocations, to send nested
remote method invocations and to handle the corresponding
replies.

3 Consistent Clock Synchronization
Algorithm
We present the consistent clock synchronization algorithm for active replication, and discuss modifications of
the algorithm for passive replication and semi-active replication.
The consistent clock synchronization algorithm proceeds
in rounds. A round is a period of time in which the mechanisms retrieve the physical hardware clock values, exchange
messages, reset the clock offset and decide on the consistent
clock value for the group. A new round of clock synchronization is started for each clock-related operation.
Within a single thread, all clock-related operations are
naturally sequential; a thread cannot start a new round of
the consistent clock synchronization algorithm before the
current round completes. The scheduling algorithm of the
replication infrastructure [5, 10] determines whether or not
there are multiple concurrent consistent clock synchronizations in progress for different threads.
The basic idea is that the replicas in the group, whose
message containing a proposed group clock value is ordered
and delivered first, decides on the group clock value for that
particular round. That replica is the synchronizer for the
round. Each replica keeps an offset to maintain the clock
readings for the group, even if the synchronizer changes for
different rounds. The offset is re-adjusted, if necessary, for
each round.
The essence of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm is that the replicas in the group compete to become
the synchronizer for the round. In a round, the group clock
is set to the local clock proposed for the group clock by
the winner (the synchronizer) of that round. In the initial
round, the group clock is initialized to the synchronizer’s
local clock value, which is the value of the physical hardware clock of that replica. In each subsequent round, the
group clock is set to the synchronizer’s local clock value,
which is the physical hardware clock value of that replica
plus the offset of the group clock from the local clock of
that replica in the previous round.
If the message containing the local logical clock value
that is proposed for the group clock is delivered to any nonfaulty replica, it will be delivered to all non-faulty replicas.

Because at least one replica in the group is non-faulty during the consistent clock synchronization round, the consistent clock synchronization algorithm will determine a consistent group clock value for that round.
For the primary/backup approach, the synchronizer is the
primary replica. If the primary replica fails during the round
before it sends the consistent clock synchronization message or if it fails during the round after it sends the consistent clock synchronization message but its consistent clock
synchronization message is not delivered to any non-faulty
replica, then the new primary replica will send a consistent
clock synchronization message.

3.1 Data Structures
Messages. The consistent clock synchronization algorithm requires the sending of a control message, called the
Consistent Clock Synchronization (CCS) message, to the
replicas in the group.
Each message contains a common fault-tolerant protocol
message header. The header contains the following fields:

¯ msg type: The type of the message, i.e., CCS.
¯ src grp id: The source (sending) group identifier.
¯ dst grp id: The destination (receiving) group identifier. For a CCS message, the source group identifier
and the destination group identifier are the same.
¯ conn id: The identifier that uniquely determines
a connection that has been established between the
source group and the destination group.
¯ msg seq num: The sequence number of the message
sent on the connection. For a CCS message, this field
contains the CCS round number.
For a regular user message, the src grp id,
dst grp id and conn id uniquely determine a connection within the distributed system. The msg seq num
uniquely determines a message within the connection.
These fields together constitute the message identifier.
The payload of a CCS message contains two parts:

¯ Sending thread identifier: The identifier of the sending thread.
¯ Local clock value being proposed for the group
clock: The sum of the physical hardware clock value
and the clock offset at the replica.
Local Data Structures. For each replica, the consistent
clock synchronization algorithm employs the following local data structures:

¯ my physical clock val: The variable that stores
the physical hardware clock value read at the beginning of each round of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm.
¯ my clock offset: The offset of the group clock
value from the physical hardware clock value of the
local replica. The offset is set once for each consistent
clock synchronization round, and is used to calculate
the local clock value that the replica proposes for the
group clock in the next round.
¯ my round number: The consistent clock synchronization algorithm round number for the replica. This
number is used to perform duplicate detection and to
match the clock-related operation with the corresponding CCS message in the same round.
¯ my common input buffer: A buffer that queues
CCS messages for a slow replica when the thread that
will perform the same logical operation has not yet
been created. In this case, a matching CCS handler
(defined below) to process the received CCS messages
does not exist.
¯ CCS handler: The consistent clock synchronization
handler object. There is one such handler object for
each thread. Each CCS handler object contains the
following member variables and member methods:
– my thread id: The identifier of the thread.
– my input buffer: The buffer that stores the
received CCS messages sent by the peer replicas and/or the local replica. Even though all of
the clock-related operations in a thread are sequential, slower replicas might still need to queue
CCS messages from the faster replicas.
– get grp clock time(): The thread invokes
this member method for each clock-related operation and passes the local clock value that is
being proposed for the group clock as an in parameter to this method.
– recv CCS msg(): A received CCS message is
appended to the input buffer that is targeted for
this thread.

3.2 The Algorithm
The consistent clock synchronization algorithm is given
in Figures 2 and 3. Each clock-related operation is converted into a CCS message that is multicast to all of the
replicas in a group using a reliable ordered multicast protocol. Each CCS message contains in its payload a local

logical clock value that the replica is proposing for the consistent clock value for the round. The clock value contained
in the first received CCS message is returned to the application as the consistent group clock value.
Initialization and Consistent Clock Synchronization.
During initialization, the clock offset at each replica and
the consistent clock synchronization round number are set
to zero (lines 1-2 in Figure 2). This means that the CCS
message for the first clock-related operation in each replica
contains the physical hardware clock value for that replica.
For each clock-related operation, the physical hardware
clock value is retrieved and a local logical clock value is calculated by summing the physical hardware clock value and
the clock offset at the replica (lines 3-4 in Figure 2). Then,
the consistent clock synchronization handler for the thread
is located and the get grp clock time() method of
the handler is invoked, with the local logical clock value
as an input parameter (lines 5-6 in Figure 2). This method
invocation blocks until the first matching CCS message is
delivered. Every replica in the group accepts the local logical clock value in that message as the group clock value
(as a result of the reliable ordered multicast of CCS messages). The clock offset is updated by taking the difference
between the group clock value and the physical hardware
clock value. The group clock value is then returned to the
replica (lines 7-8 in Figure 2).
In the get grp clock time() method, the round
number is incremented each time the method is invoked
(line 9 in Figure 2). Any matching CCS messages for
the calling thread that have been received earlier (when the
mechanisms could not determine the thread to which those
messages should be delivered) are moved from the common
input buffer to the local input buffer in the thread (line 10 in
Figure 2).
The local input buffer is then checked. If the local input
buffer is empty, the mechanisms construct a CCS message
with the appropriate thread identifier, round number and local clock value that is being proposed for the group clock.
Then, they send the message using the reliable ordered multicast protocol. The calling thread is blocked waiting for the
arrival of the first matching CCS message (lines 11-14 in
Figure 2).
When the thread is awakened by the arrival of a CCS
message or if there is a message in the local input buffer,
the mechanisms remove the first CCS message from the local input buffer, extract the local clock value that is being
proposed as the consistent group clock value and return the
consistent group clock value to the application (lines 15-17
in Figure 2).
On reception of a CCS message, the mechanisms extract the sending thread identifier and search for the corresponding   object. If one is found, the
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On initialization
begin
my clock offset
my round number
end

 0
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For each clock-related operation
begin
my physical clock val
read from physical
hardware clock
my local clock val
my physical clock val +
my clock offset
my CCS handler
consistent clock
synchronization handler
grp clock val
my CCS handler.
get grp clock time(my local clock val)
my clock offset
grp clock val
my physical clock val
return grp clock val
end









On invocation of the get grp clock time() method
begin
my round number
my round number + 1
move matching CCS messages from
my common input buffer to my input buffer
if no message in my input buffer then
construct a CCS message with
my local clock val, my round number,
and appropriate thread id
multicast CCS message
wait until my input buffer becomes
non-empty
select the first message in my input buffer
recvd grp clock val
consistent clock
value in message
return recvd grp clock val
end





Figure 2. Consistent clock synchronization.
Initialization, sending and retrieving the
group clock value.

recv CCS msg() method of the handler object is invoked
and the message is passed to the method as an input parameter. If no handler object is found, the replica has not started
the thread yet. The CCS message is then queued into the
common input buffer (lines 1-4 in Figure 3).
On invocation of the recv CCS msg() method, the
CCS message is checked to see if it is a duplicate (line 5
in Figure 3). If the CCS message is a duplicate, it is discarded (line 10 in Figure 3). If it is not a duplicate, the
message is queued in the handler’s local input buffer. If the
local input buffer was previously empty, there might be a
thread that has been blocked waiting for the CCS message.
A signal is sent to wake up a potential blocked thread (lines
6-9 in Figure 3).
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On reception of a CCS message
begin
extract sending thread id from message
if a CCS handler object with a matching
thread id is found then
invoke handler’s recv CCS msg() method
with the CCS message as a parameter
else
queue the CCS message in
my common input buffer
end
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On invocation of the recv CCS msg() method
begin
perform duplicate detection based on
the msg seq num information
if the CCS message is a duplicate then
discard the message
else
append CCS message to my input buffer
if my input buffer was empty then
signal the blocked thread, if
any, to awaken it
end

Figure 3. Consistent clock synchronization:
On receiving a CCS message.

Integration of New Clocks. Adding a new replica or
restarting a failed replica introduces a new clock. The
replication infrastructure ensures that the state transfer, or
the synchronization of replica state, occurs when the group
reaches a quiescent state, i.e., when the existing replicas
in the group are not involved in any processing, including
clock-related operations. Therefore, adding a new replica (a
new clock) does not interfere with normal consistent clock
synchronization.
It is important to ensure that the newly added clock maintains the property that the group clock is increasing monotonically. During the recovery process, the new clock must
be initialized properly, based on the existing group clock.
When adding a new replica (equivalent to adding a new
clock), a synchronization point must be chosen for the state
transfer from the existing replicas to the recovering replica
[11]. It is generally achieved by a reliable ordered multicast
GET STATE message, which takes a checkpoint.
At the recovering replica, the mechanisms start queuing
incoming messages when the GET STATE message is received. At the existing replicas, the GET STATE message is
ordered with respect to the other incoming requests. When
the GET STATE message is scheduled to be delivered to the
local replica, a checkpoint of the state of the replica is taken
and the checkpoint is transferred to the recovering replica
through another reliable ordered multicast message. The

checkpoint is applied at the recovering replica once it is received. The replica is then regarded as fully recovered, and
the infrastructure begins to deliver the queued messages.
To synchronize the new clock with the group clock, a
special round of consistent clock synchronization is taken
during the state transfer. In this round, the mechanisms at
the existing replicas take a clock value immediately before
the checkpoint. The CCS message sent by the synchronizer
of the round is ordered and delivered to all of the replicas in
the group, including the recovering replica.
Note that the recovering replica does not participate in
the competition for sending the CCS message. Instead,
the mechanisms at the recovering replica perform a clockrelated operation as soon as they receive the CCS message
and adjust the offset according to the group clock. At the
end of the special round of consistent clock synchronization, the newly added clock is properly initialized with respect to the group clock.

3.3 Discussion
For passive and semi-active replication, only the primary
replica sends CCS messages. If the primary fails and a
backup assumes the role of the primary, that backup might
find that a CCS message has already been received and, consequently, that it does not need to send the CCS message
but, rather, it uses the consistent clock value contained in
the CCS message.
The winner of a consistent clock synchronization round
is not necessarily the first replica in the group that conducted the clock-related operation. The order in which concurrent messages are multicast depends on the strategy that
the group communication protocol uses. In Totem [1], for
example, the winner is determined by the relative ordering
of the send request and the token visit, together with the
position of the replica on the logical ring (as shown in the
example in Section 3.4). Nevertheless, a faster replica has
a higher probability of becoming the winner of a consistent
clock synchronization round.
The consistent group clock can exhibit drift from real
time over long periods of time, both because of the drift of
the physical hardware clocks and because of the communication and processing delay. One strategy for reducing the
drift is to increase the value of my clock offset by a
mean delay each time that value is calculated to compensate for that delay. Such a compensation can significantly
reduce the drift but is necessarily only approximate. A more
aggressive strategy involves NTP, GPS or some other time
source that might have a transient skew from real time but
that has no drift. Each time that a physical hardware clock
is read and a proposed consistent clock is calculated at the
start of a round, a small proportion of the difference between the “real time” and the proposed consistent clock is
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Figure 4. An example of consistent clock synchronization.

added to the proposed consistent clock. This adjustment introduces a small but repeated bias towards “real time” that
can compensate for the drift in the group clock.

3.4 An Example
An example of the operation of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm using Totem [1] is shown in Figure
4. The figure shows the progress of real time and three replicas, ½ , ¾ and ¿ . We assume that the physical hardware
clock at replica ½ is synchronized with a real-time clock
initially. The physical hardware clocks at the other replicas
are not synchronized. All three replicas start with an offset
of 0. In both the figure and the explanation below, we use
to stand for the physical hardware clock,  to stand for
the local logical clock, and to represent the group clock.
At real time 8:10, replica ½ initiates a round of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm. Replica ½ reads
its physical hardware clock and sets = 8:10. It then adds
and offset to obtain its local logical consistent clock  =
8:10, which it multicasts to all of the replicas in a CCS message. After a short delay, replica ½ receives its own CCS
message and determines that = 8:10 and then subtracts
from to obtain its offset = 0. Replica ¾ reads its physical hardware clock and sets = 8:15, and then receives the
multicast CCS message, from which it determines that
= 8:10. Replica ¾ then subtracts
from
to obtain its
offset = -0.05. Replica ¿ receives the multicast CCS message, from which it determines that = 8:10, and reads its

physical hardware clock and sets = 8:25. It then subtracts
from to obtain its offset = - = -0.15.
A short time later, at real time 8:30, replica ¾ initiates
a round of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm.
Replica ¾ reads its physical clock and sets = 8:30, and
then adds
and offset to obtain  = 8:25, which it multicasts to all of the replicas. After a short delay, replica
¾ receives its own multicast CCS message, from which
it determines that
= 8:25. Replica ¾ then subtracts
from to obtain its offset = -0.05. Replica ½ receives the
multicast CCS message, from which it determines that =
8:25, and then reads its physical hardware clock and sets
= 8:40. Replica ½ then subtracts
from
to obtain its
offset = -0.15. Replica ¿ reads its physical hardware clock
and sets = 8:35, and receives the multicast CCS message
from which it determines that
= 8:25. Replica ¿ then
subtracts from to obtain its offset = -0.1.
At real time 8:50, replica ¿ initiates a round of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm. Replica ¿ reads
its physical hardware clock and sets = 8:50. It then adds
and offset to obtain  = 8:40, which it multicasts to all
of the replicas. After a short delay, replica ¿ receives its
own multicast CCS message, from which it determines that
= 8:40. Replica ¿ then subtracts
from
to obtain
its offset = -0.1. Replica ½ reads its physical hardware
clock and sets = 8:60. It then receives the multicast CCS
= 8:40. Replica ½
message 86, and determines that
subtracts
from
to obtain its offset = -0.2. Similarly,
replica ¾ reads its physical hardware clock and sets
=
8:55, and receives the multicast CCS message from which
= 8:40. Replica ¿ then subtracts
it determines that
from to obtain its offset = -0.15.

4 Implementation and Performance
4.1 Implementation
The consistent clock synchronization algorithm is implemented in our PluggableFT CORBA infrastructure [19].
The Totem group communication system [1] is used to provide reliable ordered multicasting of the CCS messages.
The implementation uses the C++ programming language.
The standard POSIX thread library is used to protect shared
data and to block the calling thread for the clock-related
operation until the first CCS message is received for each
round.
Most operating systems offer more than one system call to access the physical hardware clock, such as
gettimeofday(), time() and ftime(). For each
such system call, we assign a unique type identifier so that
the consistent clock synchronization algorithm can recognize and distinguish them; each CCS message includes an

additional field for this purpose. Library interpositioning is
used to capture the clock-related operations.

The measurements were performed on a testbed consisting of four Pentium III PCs, each with a 1GHz CPU,
256MBytes of RAM, running the Mandrake Linux 7.2 operating system, over a 100Mbit/sec Ethernet, using e*ORB
[18]. During the measurements, there was no other traffic
on the network.
Four copies of Totem run on the four PCs, one for each
PC. We refer to these PCs as ¼ , ½ , ¾ and
¿ , in the order of the logical token-passing ring imposed by Totem, where  ¼ is the ring leader. Because
one and only one instance of Totem runs on each node, we
use the same node designation to refer to the Totem instance
on a particular node.
In the experiments, a CORBA client makes a remote
method invocation on a three-way actively replicated server.
The client runs as the ring leader,  ¼ . One replica of the
server runs on each of the other three nodes,  ½ , ¾
and ¿ .
We implemented two different applications in order to
study:
1. The overhead of the consistent time service
2. The skew and drift of the consistent time service.
For (1) the client invokes a remote method that returns
the current time in two CORBA longs. The server simply
calls gettimeofday(), which returns the clock value.
The probability density functions of the end-to-end latency
is measured at the client, with and without the consistent
time service running. Note that replica consistency of the
server for this operation cannot be guaranteed if the consistent time service is not activated. Each run contains
10,000 invocations. Note that the client is not replicated
and, therefore, the consistent time service is not activated
for the client. This makes it possible for the client to obtain the end-to-end latency by reading the local clock value
before and after each remote method invocation using the
gettimeofday() call.
For (2) the remote invocation of the client triggers a sequence of clock-related operations at each server replica.
For each run, each server replica performs 10,000 clockrelated operations triggered by a remote method invocation
of the client.
An empty iteration loop is inserted between two subsequent clock-related operations to simulate a random delay
that is comparable to the token-passing time. Typical sleep
system calls are rounded to an integral number of clock
ticks by the operating system, i.e., a multiple of 10ms; therefore, they are not used for this purpose.
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Probability Density
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Figure 5. The probability density functions of
the end-to-end latency measured at the client, with
and without the consistent time service running
the same application.

The number of iterations for the inserted delay is randomly chosen by each replica to be 30,000, 60,000 or
90,000. In our testbed, such numbers of iterations produce
a delay ranging from 60 sec to 400 sec. The actual delay
achieved for the same number of iterations differs slightly
for different runs, because of the uncertainty of the CPU
scheduling and the CPU time taken by the Totem process.
If different replicas choose different numbers of iterations,
the difference between the actual delay is larger than one token passing time (the peak probability density of the token
passing time on our testbed is approximately 51 sec [20])
with high probability. We use this arrangement to study the
behavior of the consistent time service when the synchronizer rotates randomly among the server replicas.

4.3 Experimental Results
Overhead. The probability density function of the endto-end latency, with and without the consistent time service
running the same application, is shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen, the consistent time service adds about
300 sec overhead to the end-to-end latency. This overhead is caused primarily by one additional token circulation
around the logical ring. In this extra token circulation, one
CCS message is multicast, guaranteed by an effective duplicate detection mechanism [20]. In the run shown in Figure
5, the numbers of CCS messages sent to the network for the
three nodes that are running the server replicas (i.e.,  ½ ,
¾ and ¿ ) are 1, 9,977 and 22, respectively. For
each round, each replica attempts to send one CCS message.
Therefore, without duplicate suppression, there would be
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Figure 6. The first 20 rounds of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm: (a) Interval between two
clock-related operations at each replica using the physical hardware clock and the group clock. (b) Clock offset
of the first round winner. (c) Normalized physical hardware clocks at each replica and the group clock.

10,000 CCS messages sent on each node for each run. The
total number of CCS messages sent to the network for the
run is exactly the same as the number of synchronization
rounds.
Measurements of Skew and Drift. The time intervals of
the first 20 rounds of the clock-related operations are shown
in Figure 6 (a). As can be seen from Figure 6(a), the synchronizer of the consistent clock synchronization algorithm
is constantly changing from one replica to another.
The two major factors in each time interval are: (1) the
inserted delay, and (2) the time needed to perform the consistent clock synchronization. The larger than usual time
interval between the 19th and 20th rounds is caused by (2)
rather than (1). For (2), there are data points collected with
long latency, albeit with very low probability. This larger
than usual overhead in consistent clock synchronization, in
turn, is caused by Totem [4, 15].
The changing of the clock offset at the replica that wins
the first round of the consistent clock synchronization algo-

rithm (i.e., replica ¾ running on  ¾ ), as multiple rounds
proceed, is shown in Figure 6 (b). As expected, the clock
offset occasionally (at rounds 2, 5 and 15) increases when
the time interval of the last two clock-related operations at
the current round synchronizer is larger than that at replica ¾ .
Because this increase happens quite rarely in our experiments and as predicted by the consistent clock synchronization algorithm, the overall trend for the offset is seen to
be decreasing. For the same reason, the group clock runs
slower than real time, as can be seen in Figure 6 (c).
For the purpose of showing the drift of the group clock,
the group clock is compared with the physical hardware
clock at each replica  and the physical hardware clock values are normalized by subtracting the value obtained for that
physical hardware clock in the initial round. The normalized physical hardware clock values and the group clock are
shown in Figure 6 (c). The normalized physical hardware
clocks at the three replicas cannot be distinguished in the
figure. The difference in the values read from the physical
hardware clocks for the same round is on the order of one

or two hundred seconds (as can be seen in Figure 6 (a)),
which is significantly smaller than the time-scale used in the
plot for Figure 6 (c).
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